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THE SPITEFUL MARMOTS 

 

Tom and Susan are on holidays at their grandparents'. 

Tom: “Look Susan, granny's key is on the desk. She has forgotten it! We could take it 

and open the music box!” 

Susan: “No, we can't. Granny will be very angry if we take her key.” 

Tom: “You are not funny. Granny will never know. You are always fearful. I like 

taking risks. So, look and be quiet!” 

Tom took the key and opened the music-box. They discovered a ring rolled into an 

old letter. It was yellow and blue, a letter from some holidays. Under the dancer was 

a drawer, Susan pressed on the box and the drawer opened. She found an article from 

an old newspaper. 
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Susan and Tom then understood that the disappeared man was probably their father. 

They started searching on the web immediately. They wanted to find more about him. 

Was he dead or alive? Where was he? Where did he go? 

They found five interesting information about Mr. Philip Cooper. There was a Face 

book page, a video, a blog and a radio recording. 

All the documents they found referred to Yellowstone. So they decided to pack up 

and leave straight away. 

Tom and Susan arrived in Yellowstone after a long trip. They were starving. They 

were getting ready for a difficult night. The next morning after a very bad night they 

took the way to the mountains, very determined to find their father. But Tom had a 

bad feeling whereas Susan was confident. They had been walking for one hour when 

they heard a strange noise. 

IT WAS AN AVALANCHE!!! 

Susan: "Tom! How are you?” 

Tom: "I am Ok! Where are you?" 

Susan-: "I don't know... It's dark in there!" 

Tom: "I light my torch and I go with you" 

Tom and Susan ventured onto a dark path. They walked to the unknown. 

Tom: "Oh no, my torch is going to die out!" 

Susan: "Tom…" 

Tom: "What? You don't see that I am busy?" 

Susan: "Tom... It's important." 

Tom lifted his head and he realized that in front of him was a fantastic world. 

Tom: "Wow... It's wonderful but very strange!" 

Susan: "It's a dream?" 

Tom: "I don't know..." 

Susan went to the limit of this world followed by Tom. Golden trees were swaying 

with the wind and their leaves were twirling. The two children went into the forest. 
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After a few minutes’ walk, they arrived in front of a natural pool full of marmots 

talking. 

First Marmot: "Look at my new varnish! Do you like it?" 

 

 

 

Second Marmot: "Oh yes! It's beautiful!" 

Third Marmot: "Who are you?" 

Tom: "You can speak! It's amazing!" 

The three marmots remained silent in front of the stunned children. 

Tom and Susan were surprised by the fact that marmots were able to speak. 

Susan: “I have never seen such creatures! I would go home.” 

Tom: “You are the usual killjoy! We must find out the truth, do you remember?” 

The marmots thought they had to do with hairless monkeys … 

But then, curious, they asked: 

First Marmot: “What are you looking for?” 

Susan: “No thanks, nothing.” 

Second Marmot: “I think that we could be very helpful to you, you don’t know, but 

we are the guardians of the three kingdoms of Yellowstone. You can’t go anywhere 

without our help.” 

Tom: “What do you mean? What are you talking about? We know that Yellowstone 

is a big natural park with geysers, wolves, bears… but please, tell us about these 

kingdoms!”  

 

 

 

 

            Look at my 

           new varnish! 

           Do you like it? 
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Third Marmot: “Keep calm young boy! From this park you can move to the 

kingdoms of the Past, the Present and the Future.  Each of us has got a key which 

opens the door of a kingdom.” 

Second Marmot: “Now tell us, what or who are you looking for? But wait a minute, I 

am sure you are tired and hungry, why don’t you sit down, have a rest and tell us 

everything?” 

The marmots were very kind to Susan and Tom; they offered them some good 

biscuits with honey and some fresh fruit. 

 

 

 

The children relaxed and told them the story of the disappearance of their father and 

of the discovering of the necklace, which is assumed to belong to their father. So 

Tom and Susan decided to accept the help of the marmots and to go into the Past with 

the guardian marmot of that kingdom. 

They took some steps in the park when suddenly a terrible gale of wind overthrew 

them. After that they found themselves in the middle of a ball in a huge hall of 

Versailles castle. Here they could see dancing a lot of ladies in very long smart 

dresses, men wearing wigs and sat on the throne there was King Louis XIV, in his 

long blue and gold embroidered cloak, and his wife the Queen in all their 

magnificence.  
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Tom and Susan were frightened and embarrassed to stay there. The marmot reassured 

them saying that they were in the hall of Mirrors, the most attractive room of the 

castle, but nobody could see them because they were invisible. He also explained 

they were at the court of “Le Roi Soleil” in the XVII century. 

 

       

 

On the wall there were many lighted candles which reflected against the several 

mirrors and illuminated the room the same as there was sunlight. The Hall of Mirrors 

was used not only for the parties, but also as a passage between the apartments of the 

king and the Queen. 

Marmot: “Hey guys, through here, come here! I think we will find some clues… This 

is the Queen’s room.” 
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All together they began to rummage a bit everywhere, but finally Tom found in a 

jewel box a ring that looked familiar… 

Susan: “Tom, what are you doing? Let’s go away, if some royal guards discover us 

they will arrest!” 

Tom: “Don’t worry, don’t forget we are invisible. Come here and see what I have 

found. Do you recognize it?” 

Susan: “What? It is like our father’s blue and yellow ring!” 

Tom: “No, no. I think it is right it... Be quiet, I can hear footsteps in the corridor. 

Hurry up, let's hide under the bed!!” 

Susan: “No use, we are invisible, don't you remember?” 

The door of the bedroom opened. In front of them stood the Queen. She was beautiful 

with her dress of blue silk embroidered with gold and lace. 

The Queen: “Oh! You are already here? I was waiting for you!” 

Tom to Susan: “Why is she speaking to herself?” 

Susan to Tom: “I think she is talking to us but it's weird she looks like mom!” 

Tom to Susan: “Yes, it's true she has got the same eyes and the same voice.” 

The Queen: “Tom, Susan, I can see you have just found the ring.” 

The Children: “Mom? Is it you?” 

Tom: “Yes, we have found the ring.” 

The Queen: “I’m not your mother but I have her memory.” 

Susan: “So tell us what happened to our father?” 

The Queen: “We went skiing and your father fell into a hole while he was observing 

a speaking marmot. He never came back. I was covered by an avalanche and lost my 

memory.” 
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The Children: “But where is he now?” 

The Queen: “He is in a city in Italy but I don't remember its name. I think it begins 

with an R...” 

The Children: “Rabata? Racale? Rampazzo? Rigatti?” 

The Queen: “No it's not this!” 

The Children: “Rocca? Rodi? Rome?” 

The Queen: “Yes! Rome!” 

The Children: “Ok, let's go! Come on Marmot! We must go to Rome in the future!” 

The Queen: “So, good luck! The secret passage to go out of the castle is under the 

bed.” 

The two children took the passage with the marmot. They went back to the cave. 

They asked the marmot from the future to bring them to the future. But the marmot 

did not want because the children could not take more than one passage in the time.  

Tom: “Why?” 

Third Marmot: “Because you can't use more than one key.” 

Tom: “Please, for our father!” 

Third Marmot: “No!!!!!” 

Tom and Susan: “Please, we will do all you want.” 

Third Marmot: “OK!!! I propose you a challenge. This is the box containing the key 

to the future. If you can open it, I will take you to the kingdom of the future.”  

Tom and Susan: “OK, we accept.” 

 

Hello! 

Nice to 

meet 

you! 
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The marmot gave them the box and left. Tom took the box and started trying to open 

it. It was so difficult that after ten minutes the box was still closed. Susan proposed to 

help him. Tom was so upset! He gave his sister the box saying: “I am sure you will 

not succeed. You are not better than me.” 

Susan took the box, turned it upside down and touched a hidden button. She pressed 

it and the box opened. Inside it the golden key was shining like a treasure! 

Tom: “Wow! I must admit you are the best.” 

Tom and Susan decided to follow the marmot's footprints. They arrived in front of 

the door to the future where the marmot was waiting for them.  

Third Marmot: “Congratulations!” 

 

 

 

She took the key and opened the door. Tom and Susan arrived in Rome at midnight 

and discovered they were in front of Saint Peter Basilica. But the city had been 

devastated by a big meteorite. There were a few inhabitants left. Strange cars were 

circulating among the rubble and did not respect the law. Tom and Susan were so 

confused, the marmot had abandoned them. And, at this moment, a black car which 

was in levitation and which had a strange spoiler, stopped in front of the children and 

asked them why they were there in the middle of the night. 
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The Children: “Err... We are looking for our father.” 

The Mysterious Voice: “Is he far from here?” 

The Children: “We do not know.” 

The Mysterious Voice: “Get into the car and we will look for him together. What are 

your names? 

Susan: “Tom and Susan, sir.” 

Tom: “Hush! Do not give our names to a person we don't know!” 

Tom and Susan got into the car but there was no driver! 

They weren’t able to understand where the voice came from and how the car worked. 

Tom: “Excuse me sir, you know who we are, please, can you tell us who you are?   

The Mysterious Voice: “Hi. My name is Beta 3045. You can’t see me, but I can see 

you. I am far from here. Anyway keep calm and relax, I will drive you sightseeing 

meanwhile you tell me much more about your dad. I will try to help you.” 

The guys were a little scared; they took a little breathe and encouraged each other.  

They told the story from the beginning... starting from the disappearance of their dad, 

Yellowstone, the court of the Roi Soleil where they met an ancestor of their mum’s 

until there. Meanwhile the car started to fly very fast.  

Beta 3045: “Have you ever been to Rome?” 

Tom and Susan: “No, we haven’t... but we studied at school that it is an ancient city 

rich of historical monuments...what a pity to see so much rubble!” 

The mysterious voice explained them about the meteorite and showed the ruins left. 

                                           ...AFTER A WHILE... 
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Susan: “If our dad was covered by snow while he was looking at a speaking marmot, 

could it be that just a marmot brought him here. I start to suppose that these creatures 

know much more than it looks...” 

Beta 3045: “Yes, maybe ...You are an insightful girl! Go straight on to the 

undergrounds of the city. He could stay in a lab of a scientist that hibernates people. I 

will drive you there.” 

The children arrived in the undergrounds of the city where there was “L’Acquedotto 

Vergine.”  

                           

In the centre there was a big computer connected to the whole cold-storage. 

 

 

Suddenly they heard some well-known voices talking about nail varnish and make 

up. The two young people were astonished, there were the three marmots!! 

Tom: “Why are you here?” 

First Marmot:”Because we will help you. And you are close to discovering the truth!” 

Susan: “What would we do to find our dad this time?” 

Second Marmot: “Try to open the cold-storage of your dad...” 
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Tom was a little angry with the marmots, so he asked them “You knew everything 

from the beginning, why didn’t you tell us where our dad was? 

Third marmot: “Hey boy...be quiet, you are so young and you want to solve any   

questions immediately. It isn’t as easy as you believe. Now you have to solve an 

enigma!” 

Tom: “What? You are really bad; I can’t stand your whims much longer...” At this 

point Susan tried to calm down her brother because she feared that the marmots could 

no longer help them. 

Susan: “Ok. We are ready to solve the enigma, what does it deal with?”  

Second Marmot: “Can you use a computer? Well, we will give you a hint... 

Tom: “Of course, we can...” 

Third Marmot: “You need to find a code to open your dad’s hibernation cell; you 

must decrypt your dad’s name.” 

Susan: “Thank you. It is very kind of you.” 

Tom: “No more idle talk ... Hurry up!  We can write his name on the computer...” 

First marmot:”Ah ah ah, it isn’t so easy!” 

Tom and Susan tried and tried again unsuccessfully, they always failed... 

First Marmot: “Be careful, you can try only three more times.” 

Susan: “Tom, we are in Rome...let me see, once during a History lesson I remember 

my History teacher  told us that Julius Caesar used a code to send secret messages to 

his military generals. We could try with it! 

Tom: “Do you remember it?” 

Susan: “I am not sure...but... perhaps he used the following code... 

Tom: “Well, Susan, I look forward to seeing dad!” 

Susan: “The great Roman Emperor wrote secret messages using this code... he went 

ahead of three letters in the alphabet for each letter.” 

Tom: “Do you mean he jumped three letters so that, for example, “B” became “E” 

and “C” became “F”? 
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Susan: “That’s right! Our dad’s name is PHILIP COOPER, so the code will be:  

SKLOLS FRRSHU.” 

Tom: “You are a genius!” 

The children inserted it. They were more and more excited and impatient...when on 

the screen appeared a lab’s map with the directions to reach their father’s cell.  

Without losing any time, they followed the instructions and ran to the indicated point. 

 

                      

 

 

Susan: “Tom, do you realize that we are going to hug our dad?” 

Tom: “Don’t exult so early! Only when I see him, I will believe that.” 

Finally they arrived at the cold-storage indicated on the map and here they inserted 

again the code. They couldn’t believe...The cold-storage opened and... 

Tom: “But there is an ice block?!” 

Susan: “I’m afraid! Here there is nobody!” 

The marmots explained them that it would take a lot of hours before their dad could 

wake up. At this point the guys, tired, felt asleep and at their awakening... 

Tom: “Dad!!!” 
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Susan: “I can’t believe it, dad are you!?” 

As the man saw the children, he regained his memory.  

Dad: “How you are grown up! I can’t recognise you!” 

Tom: “We missed you!” 

The marmots started dancing and singing. 

 

Tom and Susan embraced their dad strongly. Susan began to cry for the happiness. 

The Marmot of the Present: “Well, now... come back all together to Yellowstone.  

You have been very good to discover everything. When we are there, you will face 

the last trial in order to find the last key to come back to the kingdom of the Present 

and then finally you might return home!!” 

Tom to the marmots: “You are really spiteful!” 

And promptly Susan added: “... but also so incredibly nice!!”  

And everyone laughed with joy. 


